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Hl\'-positive Peruvian wins political asylum 
After three years of work by the AIDS Law 

Project, Luis Casas of South Philadelphia won 
political asylum. An immigration judge ruled he 
had a well-founded fear of persecution in his native 
Peru because he had been persecuted there as an 
HN-positive homosexual. 

The November 28 ruling allows Luis to stay 
in the United States permanently. After one year he 
may file to become a 
"lawful permanent 
resident" as the next 
step to becoming a 
citizen, the ruling 
says. 

Growing up 

in Lima, he suffered 
anti-gay ridicule and 
violence most of his 
life, Luis says. He 
was regularly 
harassed by local 
police, who often 
forced him to pay 
large sums of money 
to avoid being outed 
to his family. 

After Luis 
was diagnosed with AIDS in 1995, "life became 
unbearable," he says. Medical treatment in Lima was 
insufficient and degrading. When a hospital 
administrator called his employer to inquire about 
his insurance coverage, news of his HN status 

spread like wildfire. He was stripped of his 
managerial duties in the family business and was 
ostracized by co-workers. His parents stopped 
speaking to him. The rest of his family soon 
shunned him as well. 

Most distressing, Luis says, was the limited 
supply of HN medications available in Peru. His 
doctor switched from one drug regimen to another 
based on availability, risking dangerous viral resistance. 
Luis made several visits to the United States to buy 
HN medications. Three years ago, he decided not to 
return home and called the AIDS Law Project for help. 

AIDS Law Project attorneys helped Luis secure 
a visa extension and 
then began the 
lengthy fight for 
political asylum. 
With the help of 
Luis Salas, a fellow 
Peruvian who works 

for GALAEI, an 
HN-prevention 
program m 
Philadelphia's Latino 
community, the 

AIDS Law Project 
gathered testimony 
from expert 
witnesses on the 
dangerous 

conditions for HN
positive gay men in 

Peru. Salas testified at Luis' hearing. 
"Political asylum saved Luis' life," says AIDS 

Law Project attorney Linda Hee (seen above at left with 
Luis and AIDS Law Project Managi,ng Attorney Yolanda 

French Lollis), who represented Luis in the asylum 
proceedings. "To be openly gay and HN-positive is 
life-threatening in Peru. The immigration judge 

recognized that danger and granted him asylum." 
Luis says he hopes to become an American 

citizen and pursue a career in nursing. 












